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Text-to-Speech (TTS) is an applicationthat help user in having the text given to be read
out loud. This project highlighted in creating a TTS system that allows text reading in
Standard Malay Language (Bahasa Melayu). There is a lack of computer aided learning
(CAL) tools that emphasize in Malay linguistic and misconception that people have
regarding the usage of English-based TTS to read Bahasa Melayu text derived the
development of this project. The end result is the TTS conversion prototype for Bahasa
Melayu that reads by syllable using syllabification techniques through the employment
of Maximum Onset Principle (MOP) and produce syllable sounding speech by using
syllable to sound mapping method.
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There are over 500 million people who speak Bahasa Melayu in the developing
southeastern nation ofMalaysia, Indonesia, Brunei, Singapore and Southern Thailand
(Yousif A. El-Imam, Zuraida Mohammed Don, 2000).
With such awide coverage of people using this language, it shows that Bahasa Melayu
is vulnerable and competitive as other major languages in this world such as French,
Japanese and English to be learned and used for knowledge exchange and
communication medium.
Hence, Ibelieve that the development of TTS for this language is essential in becoming
one of the tools in revolutionizing this language into abigger scope of user. This work
examine the nature of TTS and its important component such as syllabification and
sound synthesizing and how will it be done and implement in producing aTTS
application.
Apart from that, it will also include theories, rules and boundaries employed for the
development ofthis application. Those who have basic knowledge on Bahasa Melayu
phonology and orthography may have aslight advantage in understanding further
content of the dissertation.
1.1 Background of Study
A Text-To-Speech (TTS) synthesizer is a computer-based system thatshould be able to
read any text aloud and focused on the automatic sound production of new sentences.
Different from Voice Response Systems thatsimply concatenate isolated words or parts
of sentences from stored vocabularies, TTS is referred as the automatic production of
speech, through a grapheme-to-phoneme transcription of the sentences to utter (Thierry
Dutoit, 1996).
The objective of TTS system is to be able to read and extract given text and produce
sounding speech as natural as possible. TTS conversion problem is a problem thatspans
the domain of acoustics, digital signalprocessing, and natural languageprocessing
(Yousif A. El-Imam, Zuraida Mohammed Don, 2000).
Thus, good choice of synthesis performed through phonological analysis of thetarget
language is needed to obtain good quality natural speech. However, thisproject did not
focus on creating natural speech but producing almost natural sounding speech whereby
syllable sounding is concerned.
In general, TTS is composed oftwo parts - the front end and the back end. The front end
takes input inthe form of textand output a symbolic linguistic representation. The back
end takes the symbolic linguistic representation as inputs and outputs the synthesized
speech waveform. The naturalness ofa speech synthesizer usually refers to how much
the output sounds like the speech of a realperson.
Although Bahasa Melayu used similar alphabetic and almost similar orthographic
system as English in thewritten form of the language, both differ in terms of phonetics
and linguistic property of the language. Forexample theword "padi" (paddy) will carry
different syllable and phonetic structure from English.
"padi" will besyllabified as <pa - di> and pronounced as /padi/ in Bahasa Melayu but
inEnglish, it is pronounced as /psedai/ although they shared the same syllable
representation. This clearly distinguished that using English based TTS in reading
Bahasa Melayu words or sentences would not exactly follow correct pronunciation and
articulation. However, there is a slight similarity in the orthography (syllabification and
syllable structure) ofthe word used in both languages. This will be later described in
upcoming chapter.
1.2 Problem Statement
It is very rare to find aTTS system that converts Bahasa Melayu text into speech. The
fact that most TTS engines mainly developed and tested for profitable language such as
English, French, German, Spanish, Japanese and Chinese (Ksenia Shaionova, Roger
Tucker, 2003), had initiated the development ofthis project.
Moreover, it is undeniable that there is still lack ofcomputer aided learning (CAL) tools
that emphasize in Malay linguistic that help students especially the non-mother tongue
speakers in learning the language effectively.
Furthermore, the thought ofusing English-based TTS converter to read Bahasa Melayu
text has to change due to its dissimilarities oforthography and phonological
representation.
The fact that English-based TTS uses the same alphabetic system as Bahasa Melayu,
most user thought that they can use English-based TTS converter to read Bahasa Melayu
text. However, it does not work that way.
The significant of this project is to open| up new horizon in TTS technology whereby it
can provide alternatives to the current existed TTS application. With the existence of
Bahasa Melayu version ofTTS application, it is hope that itwill expand the Computer
Linguistic horizon especially in the Malay linguistic development.
1.3 Objectives
There are two main objectives for this project. The main objective ofthis project is to
create a TTS application that reads Bahasa Melayu texts aloud. Apparently, there is still
little effort was put in this area where most development was more focused on popular
languages. With the development ofthis project, we hope that it can create afirm
foundation in local computer linguistic field and promoting the national language into a
biggermarket in future time.
The second objective is to illustrate the method ofproducing speech sound through
syllabification techniques and syllable to sound mapping system. This is to show how
the end results ofthe prototype is achieved and what are the steps taken in producing the
output.
1.4 Scope of Project
This project will focus on creating TTS conversion method and prototype for Bahasa
Melayu that reads by syllable sounding using syllabification techniques and syllable to
sound mapping method. The target is to achieve aminimum ofone word to be read and
syllabified correctly according to several rules and boundaries that is further described in
coming chapters.
The input to the system at present is only apiece ofBahasa Melayu text and will not
process atext in batch or atext file. The input can have aminimum ofmonosyllabic
words butwill notbe able to process words with syllabic consonants.
In addition, this system will not cater for loanwords, punctuations, abbreviations,
acronym and numbers (for examples, please refer to APPENDIX C). The input for this
project will need to have amaximum of2consonant clusters in agiven word regardless
ofit preposition within the orthographic structure and follow by given rules to ensure
smooth text to sound processing. Since this project is aprototype, it will only produce up
to certain capacity of result. Further details will be later described throughout the report.
Within approximately 5months of total development and researches, the target ofthis to
achieve afunctional and working product that at least will be able to read minimum of
one word correctly. Scheduled tasks for total development of this project are
summarized in Gantt chart attached in APPENDIX A.
CHAPTER 2
LITERATURE REVIEW
In this literature review, the goal is to learn on what other researchers have done or
contributed to the discipline that I am working on, to help gain more relevant materials
and supportfor my project.
In general, Text-to-Speech in layman term refers to the conversion of normal text into
audible speech. This presumption was supported by WIKIPEDIA, The Free
Encyclopedia from the internet that defines Text-to-speech or Speech synthesis as "The
artificial production of human speech. Asystem used for this purpose is termed aspeech
synthesizer, and can be implemented in software or hardware. Speech synthesis systems
are often called text-to-speech (TTS) systems in reference to their ability to convert text
into speech. However, there exist systems that can only render symbolic linguistic
representations like phonetic transcription into speech".
Similar definition stated that TTS as the automatic production ofspeech, through a
grapheme-to-phoneme transcription of the sentences to utter. It is said that aText-To-
Speech (TTS) synthesizer is acomputer-based system that should be able to read any
text aloud, whether it was directly introduced in the computer by an operator or scanned
and submitted to an Optical Character Recognition (OCR) system (Thierry Dutoit,
1996).
Conclusively, TTS can be simplified as asystem that read any text, extract useful
information from it and use it to compose as naturally sounding speech as possible
(Yousif A. El-Imam and Zuraida Mohammed Don, 2000).
TTS system uses many approach, most popular approaches is rule based and dictionary
based. The dictionary based approach basically stored certain capacity ofphonological
knowledge into list of words or lexicon in adatabase for synthesis reference. This
approach normally consumes quite areasonable size due to its phonological
representation oflexicons (Thierry Dutoit, 1996).
This concept has been adopted by the Japanese TTS system where morphological
analysis and dependency analysis relation employing semantic categories techniques is
used to store up to 430 000 words from dictionary to the system (Yoshifumi Ooyama,
Masahiro Miyazaki, Satoru Ikehara, 1987).
On the other hand, the rule based system transfer most ofthe phonological competence
of dictionary into set of letter-to-sound or grapheme-to-phoneme rules. By employing
certain set ofrules, the grapheme-to-phoneme component will determine the
phonetization ofthe sentences (Yousif A. El-Imam, Zuraida Mohammed Don, 2000).
These rules will be an input orthography to create the appropriate sound ofthe language.
This system however requires less storage and produces aset of intonation events where
the characteristics of the syllable later produces sound (Joram Meron, 2001). Though
both methods had been fairly argued on its reliability accuracy, both methods seem to
have its own advantages and disadvantages (Thierry Dutoit, 1996).
Generally, TTS is composed of two parts - afront end and aback end. The front end
takes input in the form of text and output asymbolic linguistic representation. The back
end takes the outcomes as inputs and outputs the synthesized speech waveform. The
naturalness of aspeech synthesizer usually refers to how much the output sounds like
the speech of a real person.
The front end has two major tasks. First, it takes the raw text and converts into their
written-out word equivalents. This process is often called text normalization, pre
processing, or tokenization (Roxanne Ruzic and Kathy O'Connell, CAST). The goal is
to convert input text into phonological description consisting in aphoneme chain
associated to some sort ofprosodic and accentual description (Romain Prudon,
Christophe d'Alessandro, 2002).
The process ofassigning phonetic transcriptions to words iscalled text-to-phoneme
(TTP) orgrapheme-to-phoneme (GTP,) conversion. The combination ofphonetic
transcriptions and information about prosodic units make up the symbolic linguistic
representation output of the front end.
However there areother methods apart from phonemic representation such as the
syllabic representation (Yousif A. El-Imam, Zuraida Mohammed Don, 2000). This
method uses the GTP or TTP conversion from normalized text and groups the phones
into syllables and sound creation will be based on the syllable extraction made (Paul C.
Bagshow, Briony J. Williams, 1992). Syllabification method is used in the development
of this project.
Syllable varies in weight or complexity. It is pattern in many languages in ways that
support or enable prosodic structuring in speech which can be use as speech synthesizing
and recognizing method (Li Zhang, William HEdmondson, 2002).
Three types ofsyllable extraction rules were established; those proposed by phonologist,
those that people apply intuitively in metalinguistic tasks and those that listener may use
during online lexical access (Caroline Floccia, Jeremy Goslin, Naanaa Bouketir, Joel
Bradmetz, 1999).
Technically, syllable isreferred as a timing unit for language. Words in language take
certain amounts of timeto utter, where the time measurement is associated withsyllable
usage. The structure ofthe syllable can be described oranalyzed in various ways but the
most obviously, it is viewed as a group ofsegments that contains avowel nucleus with
up to three consonant before and after (William HEdmonson and Li Zhang, 2002).
There are quite a few techniques or rules in syllabifying a text. Some ofthese rules were
specially catered for certain language such as French but there are rules that were meant
to be used for any languages.
The Kahn's algorithm or Maximum Onset Principle (MOP) isone ofthe rules that can
generally be used in most languages. According to the principle, consonantal phones
were assigned to one syllable onset to the maximum number as possible as long as the
resulting cluster can befound atthe beginning word in the language (Caroline Floccia,
Jeremy Goslin, Naanaa Bouketir, Joel Bradmetz, 1999).
William H Edmonson andLiZhang outlined a model to symbolize the syllable structure
that compliment with the MOP principle. The model described syllable tobe
decomposed into two entities; the onset and rhyme. Rhyme on the other hand will be
segmentized into two categories, the nucleus and coda. This structural approach will
work up close with the MOP to work with phonotactic constrains to identify syllables in
sequence (William H Edmonson andLiZhang, 2002).
Looking on the other side ofthe TTS cycle; the back end, ittakes the symbolic linguistic
representation derived from the GTP or syllabified phoneme and converts it into actual
sound output. The back end is often referred to as the synthesizer (Roxanne Ruzic and
Kathy O'Connell, CAST).
The synthesizing process in sound production is highlighted as the synthesis unit
generation. It is where the output ofGTP or syllabified phoneme is used as input to this
module.
For the development ofthis project, I favor generating the synthesis unit from the
syllable due to fact that considering the constraint given had fairly basic phonemic
representation and prosodic features (Yousif A. El-Imam and Zuraida Mohammed Don,
2000).
In producing the audible sound derived from the syllables, I opted for asyllable to sound
mapping where each syllable extracted from aword will be directly map tomost
accurate sound or best matching sequence through a setof lookup table stored ina
database.
This is quite similar to unit selection method. The unit selection process is based on
some type ofdynamic programming that selects from the speech database unit with
minimal cost functions (T. Lambert, A.P. Breen, B. Eggleton, S.J. Cox, B.P. Milner,
2003) The selection is performed after the text processing module and then decided on
where events should take place and creates avector for these events before the selection
runs through the database finding best matching sequence (Joram Meron, 2001).
The main motivation of using this method is to create amore natural sounding speech
and easier mapping compared to other method of synthesizing. This method consume
large speech database, unit selection synthesis can take care ofvariability in speech
without complex signal and linguistic processing needed to model phonetic variations
and speech prosody (Yousif A. El-Imam and Zuraida Mohammed Don, 2000).
Therefore, by using this concept, another approach that uses the basic concept of unit
selection is constructed. The construction of the new method employed the usage of pre-
stored speech sound in adatabase to create speech prosody in aform of syllable
sounding speechoutput.
As most system developed are more concentrated to more popular and profitable
language (Ksenia Shalonova, Roger Tucker, 2003), it is very rare to find aTTS system
that converts Bahasa Melayu text into speech. Thus, through this project, Iwish to
introduce aTTS system for Bahasa Melayu.
In this paper, Iwill present amethod of producing atext to speech converter that uses
syllabification technique with the help ofMaximum Onset Principle to create syllable
and identify syllable boundaries and produce audible sound through syllable to sound
mapping method. As aresult, the application developed should be able to transform






Throughout the project completion, this project implies two main activities. The first
activity involved is information mining and theory construction on text-to-speech
technology and its architecture. Secondly, the development of prototype with the use of
programming tools and audio processing tools identified.
In developing the application, the System Development Life Cycle is used to guide the
project throughout its development. The life cycle is divided into six stages: 11
System initiation and feasibility study













3.2.1 Overview of Bahasa Melayu Spelling
Since the ancient times, Indian and Chinese records have referred toMalay language
playing the role ofa lingua franca for the Malay Archipelago region. The language
continued to improve in the 20th century throughout the colonial period and with the
concerted efforts ofDewan Bahasa dan Pustaka, theMalaysia's language planning
agency (Nik Safiah Karim, 1995).
Phonology and orthography are branches of linguistics and important components for
connecting letter-to-sound or sound-to-letter correspondence. Many definitions are
associated to these terms but similarly they were focused on the study ofletters and
sounds for a particular language.
Macmillan English Dictionary (2002) define each term as "the study of the pattern of
speech sounds used in aparticular language" and "the system ofspelling that a language
uses". It can be concluded that phonology is a study ofthe sounds ofthe speaker's
language and orthography can be concluded as asystem that uses written symbols to
uniquely identify each other through the representation of alphabet and graphemes.
There are 26 letters used to create graphemes. Letters in alphabet are the raw material
used to create grapheme which in return creating phonemics representation ofthe
language. Dewan Bahasa dan Pustaka outlined Malay graphemes that consist of single
letter and combination of letters as following:
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. Single vowel letters: aeiou(e has two different sound denoted by e-taling and
e-pepet)
. Single consonant letters: bcdfghjklmnpqrstvwxyz
. Letter combination: asequence of two or more different letters used to
represent single sound or sound sequence.
o Diphthong: combination of two vowels and pronounce as one sound.
Examples ofdiphthong are ai, au and oi.
o Consonant Cluster (diagraph): there are five valid consonant clusters
that produced single sound consonant. Examples of these clusters are gh,
kh, ng, ny, and sy.
Vowels and consonants are major entity in speech sounds. The vowels are syllabic while
consonants are non-syllabic. Moreover, consonant are sounds produced with stricture
and the position of the organ that produces the sounds can be identified precisely while
vowels are not. Through these characterization of graphemes distinguished the
distribution ofsound and production ofsound.
Every speech sound is produced by articulation or the movement of one or more vocal
organ along the vocal tract. When articulation comes into count, it is inevitably to
discuss on place of articulation and manner of articulation. Table 3.0 and 3.1 illustrate
the place of articulation and manner of articulation for consonants and vowel in Bahasa




























Nasal (stop) /m /n/
Affricate /ts/ /dz/
Fricative /f//v/ /s//z/ /x/
Lateral /!/
Approximant /r/ /w/ /h/








Table 3.1 Articulation for vowels of Bahasa Melayu
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To describe the place of articulation of individual consonants and vowel, the vocal tract
is divided into different segments or regions. The locations of these organs and regions
are as shown in the following table:





Alveoli (or alveola ridge or gum ridge) Alveolar
(hard) Palate Palatal





Table 3.2 Name ofvocal organs and region ofarticulator
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Inaccordance tothe table above is the diagram that illustrates the articulators used
frequently in the study of phonetics.
Figure 3.0 Diagram ofvocal organs and articulary regions
There are many things that can be discussed regarding consonants and vowels such as its
characteristics, variations and system. However, since my study is concentrated into
syllabification and its sound, I shall concern to this area of research. Further details




In layman term, syllable is best described as an important unit of spelling and acts as a
timing unit for language. Most speaker ofBahasa Melayu would have no problem in
cutting up words into syllable since syllable is countable. Bahasa Melayu speaker will be
able to identify the word "makanan" (food) carry more than one syllable but they might
have different view of segmenting them.
Generally, asyllable consists of consonant, followed by avowel (V) and followed by
another consonant (C). In Bahasa Melayu, asyllable may also contain only vowel as
outlined in the four common syllable pattern system. Conventionally, the syllable will
follow the following syllable structure model shown inFigure 3.1
Figure 3.1 Conventional Syllable Structure
From this figure, most researchers agree that nucleus is the basic element in the syllable
structure. This is supported by the work ofWilliam HEdmonson and Li Zhang (2002)
that describe their syllable structure as "group ofsegment" consists ofavowel (nucleus)
and with up to three consonant following the vowels (onset and coda). Their notion can
be described as (C) (C) (C) V (C) (C) (C) where brackets show the characters presence
in respective position.
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However, in Bahasa Melayu, though they followed the same conventional syllable
structure, the maximum number of consonant that can exist in asyllable is three
consonants assigned to onset and two consonants assigned to coda respectively. This can
be denoted by (C) (C) (C) V (C) (C).
Though such condition occurs, due to the limitation set for this project, the study will
cover up to the maximum of two consonant to be assigned respectively to onset and
coda. The reason behind this is due to the fact that triple consonant in Bahasa Melayu
syllable will represent loanword.
For example the word "struktur" came from English word "structure" and the word
"skrip" came from "script" from English. The usage of loanwords in this study is also
part oflimitation discussed in previous chapter.
In addition, William HEdmonson and Li Zhang (2002) also add the principle of the
Sonority Sequencing Principle into their structure to give the syllables sonority value.
Sonority is defined by the opening ofthe air passages; the more it opens the more
sonorous the element is.
This principle makes nucleus as the most sonorous element and the sonority wave build
up from less sonorous element i.e. onset to the nucleus (maximum sonority) and
progressively decrease when passing coda.
Following example is replicated from William and Zhang's principle and applied in
context of Bahasa Melayu syllable structure.
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syllable 1 syllable 2
onset rhyme onset rhyme
nucleus X. y' nucleuses coda
u ng
Figure 3.2 Example ofWilliam and Zhang's approach on
syllable structure for Bahasa Melayu
*Note: The word "payung" carry the meaning ofumbrella in English
As mentioned above, the smallest unit to create asyllable in Bahasa Melayu is asingle
vowel itself. This referred as not having coda in the syllable structure. By examining the
sequence of the consonant and vowel wpuld give abrief understanding pertaining
permissible syllable structure in Bahasa Melayu.
Taken from Dewan Bahasa dan Pusataka, Bahasa Melayu has four basic syllable pattern

























Table 3.4Extended syllable pattern
From the tables above, we can identify that most complex syllable pattern occurs when
there is loanwords involved in the syllabification. Therefore, to meet with my objective
and scope of project, Ihad made several assumptions pertaining to this matter.
1. Since most loanwords especially taken from English have three consonant
clusters before vowel (CCCV, CCCVC), any pattern that follow triple
consonant cluster will be consider void.
2. It is also impossible for anormal standard Bahasa Melayu to have vowel in
between double consonant (CCVCC) or double consonant being position as
onset and single consonant being as coda (CCVC) since it will only occur to
loanwords.
3. Since this project caters for standard Bahasa Melayu, colloquial words and
expressions is not within my scope of study. Thus, syllable containing vowel
followed by double consonant (VCC) will consider void to this system.
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In this study, the speech production will follow the syllable structure made from lexicon
syllabification. Hence, it is important to understand the characteristics and its pattern in
order to come out with best syllabification technique and accurate word segmentation
approach.
To perform syllabification for this project, Ihad chosen the Maximum Onset Principle
(MOP) as my approach. This principle will be implemented after the preprocessing of
the text is performed within the process flow described in the next sub-chapter.
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3.3 Methods and Approaches
In this study, there are two main approaches that Iuse in conducting the project. The
first approach employed is the Maximum Onset Principle that will handle the word
division into sets of syllables and syllable-to-sound mapping method. Each approach
occurs in the beginning and towards the end ofprocess flow respectively.
3.3.1 Overview of Process Flow
In performing the text-to-speech process cycle, amodule is developed to show the
process flow that happen throughout the project development. Figure 3.3 illustrate the


























Figure 3.3 Text-to-speech process flows
There are three stages where TTS conversion is concern. The text normalization will
perform text preprocessing where it is needed to prepare the input for further processing
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and analysis by the remaining module ofthe system. These texts will be referred to the
boundaries and limitation that had been set before hand to eliminate unwanted results.
The normalized text will be the input for syllable extraction module where Maximum
Onset Principle will be applied on the processed text to create asyllable boundary for
the text and produce syllable structure before itwill be mapped to the sound.
Finally, speech production is performed from the previous module's output. Through
this module, asyllable will be mapped to its most matching sequence ofspeech audio
from alookup table stored in adatabase. The output from this process will be asyllable
sounding speech. We will look in further description of each process in next sub-heading
of this chapter.
3.3.2 Text Normalization
Text normalization isalso referred to tokenizing orpreprocessing. This stage will
revolve around accepting the right combination ofwords given to the system and
prepare it for the execution ofnext process stage.
As stated in previous chapter, this system will not cater for punctuations, numbers,
acronyms and abbreviations. Thus, this will be the guideline for the text normalizing to
analyze each word entered to the system.
For example, ifatext entered is "12" to indicate the word twelve, the system will
automatically void this representation and ask for reinsertion ofnew input. Same case
goes to any word that contains other limitation stated above, for example "UTP" as
Universiti Teknologi Petronas or "Pn." for "puan" (madam). More examples can be
obtained from APPENDIX C.
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Apart from that, tokenizing will also look for the orthography of the text entered. In my
early description, I had stated that the system will not entertain syllabic consonant.
Therefore, an input without avowel is beyond the system processing capability.
User might enter meaningless text such as "trmplkk" which has no meaning in Bahasa
Melayu. Since the basic structure for ameaningful word in Bahasa Melayu must contain
vowel between permitted consonant sequences, syllabic consonant is beyond the system
capability.
Though it is also stated that the system do not entertain loanword, there might be some
that will slip through this stage since some loanwords happened to use simpler syllable
pattern especially when it involve with the usage ofdiphthongs.
Using the assumptions made, identified consonant clusters in aword would possibly
determine whether the word entered is a loanword or not. Syllable pattern that follows
the sequence ofCCCV, CCCVC, CCVCC and CCVC would be identified as a
loanword. In the case ofdiphthong usage in a word, it isbarely inevitable for the system
to recognize the difference ofloanwords tothe genuine.
This is because diphthong is assumed as one vowel in a syllable sequence. That would
indicate all diphthong (ai,au and oi) as Vnot VV thus belong to the permissible syllable
pattern employed for this system that is the CV pattern. Sample word such as "boikot"
(boycott) and "audio" (audio) are few examples that the system might missed throughout
this stage.
From allconditions stated above, the input will bevalidated accordingly and valid input
will initiate the next stage ofthe TTS conversion system which is the syllabification
process. Invalid input will be rejected from the system and new value will be asked to


























In this stage, processed text will be syllabified based on the syllable rules predefined and
the use of MOP. In the end ofthis process, each syllable extracted will be inserted with a
syllable boundary to mark the number of syllable exist in the word given. This boundary
will be represented by ahyphen ("-") symbol.
To
help towards better understanding; ofhow the syllabification process work, one









Input word: saudara (relative)
Note
Insyllabification rules, cat is a diphthong thus it is
consider asa single vowel. Hyphen is inserted after first
vowel to indicate first syllable following the rulethat
division is performed if there is a consonant in a middle of
two vowels.
The next vowel found indicate another syllable and
hyphen is inserted after second vowel to indicate second
syllable following the rule that division is performed if
there is a consonant in a middle of two vowels.
Finalvowel is found indicatingthe final syllable. No
hyphen is inserted to show final syllable is found from the
word entered.
Table 3.5 Example of Text -> Syllable process stage
The number ofprocessing stage differs from one input to another. Longer word or text
would require more processing stages. Each processing stage will undergo sets of
predefined rule and matching rule will indicate an output (syllable) before the next
processes began.
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In this context ofstudy, Dewan Bahasa Dan Pustaka (2004) outlined three rules in
extracting syllable from a word. Therules are:
1. If there is two vowels subsequently position one after another, syllable is




Table 3.6 Rule no. 1
However, exception ismade on diphthong since both vowels were consider
as one. For example:
Word Syllabified result
ghairah "passion" ghai- rah
saudara "relative" sau - da - ra
Table 3.7 Rule no. 1 (case: diphthong)
2. If there is a consonant in the middle of a word, including valid consonant
clusters in between two vowels, word divisionwill be performed beforethe
consonant or the consonant clusters. Examples are:
Word Syllabified result
sangat "very" sa - ngat
sulit "confidential" su - lit
Table 3.8 Rule no. 2
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3. If there is a non-valid consonant cluster in the middle of a word, division will
be performed between the consonant cluster itself. For example:
Word Syllabified result
mandi "bath" man-di
mutlak "absolute" mut - lak
Table 3.9 Rule no. 3
From the rules made and scope that this project is handling, I had summarized a list of
permissible sequence that would contribute into word syllabifying. The permissible
sequences are diphthong rule, onset sequence and consonant cluster. Following are
i




ai Air "water" Ghairah "passion" Panda/ "cleaver"
au ,4wdio* "audio? Sowdara "relatives" Harimaw "tiger"
oi Oi** "Malayl
expression"




** are emotional expression












ng Ang'm "wind" Peniwg "dizzy"
ny Hanya "only" -
sy Dasyat "terrible" -
gh - Mubalig/** "missionary" <
^5
kh Akhk "final" TarW'date"
Note:
* are loanwords
Tabl 5 3.12 Permissible consonant cluster PA O
£E
From the rules set, the next step is to determine the ideal method to separate polysyllabic
words into syllables. For this project, Ihad chosen the Maximum Onset Principle (MOP)
as the method to perform syllabification and find the syllable boundaries.
Basically, what MOP does is to syllabify the word according to the vowel existed in a
word. The first step in MOP is to identify avowel since it is the nucleus in asyllable.
Next, it will look at the consonant on its left and check with the permissible sequence of
consonant cluster with rules identified earlier.
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If it conforms to the rules, asymbol is inserted to mark the boundary. Then it will look
on the next vowel and perform the same step taken as before. Special procedure is
performed when non permissible consonant cluster is found after the first syllable.
In this case, the first consonant will be assigned to the first syllable and the second
consonant will belong to the next syllable. Towards the end of the word, the remaining
consonants will be assigned to the next identified vowel as its coda clusters.
It can be concluded that MOP prefers onset more than coda. Therefore, constraints are
catered for onset only and not coda as the case of invalid consonant cluster explains
before. The process of MOP can be illustrated in the following diagrams:
c a
C V C V C
(1)
a a
C V C V C
(2)
c a
C V C V C
(3)
Figure 3.5 Maximum Onset Principle process
c a
C V C C V C
0)
a a
C V C C V C
(2)
a a
C V C C V C
(3)
Figure 3.6 Special procedures in MOP process
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o a
c V C C V c
(4)
3.3.4 Speech Production
Speech production is the final stage of the total cycle in producing speech from text. In
this stage, the output derived from the previous stage will be mapped to its speech sound
accordingly. In order to map the sound to the input, I am using the syllable to sound
mapping method.
In this method, several sets ofpre-stored audio output are prepared prior to match with
the syllable input. These speech sounds were stored in aform of .mp3 files inside a
lookup table sound database.
Whenever apolysyllabic or monosyllabic input is given to the system, it will map to the
speech sound from the look up sound database accordingly. In order to treat this syllable
as an input, each syllable will be named according to the orthographic representation of
the syllable. Therefore, it is easier for the matching sound file to be called from the look
up table sound database.
To simplify on how the mapping construction works, the syllable to sound mapping is a
direct mapping system where correct sound file name will correspond to its correct
syllable name.
Hence, each speech sound will follow the same naming convention as the syllable for
the system to identify perfect file to be called and produce its sound. Once every syllable
is mapped to its corresponding speech sound, each syllable sound will be concatenated
together to produce syllable sounding output.
The collection ofthe speech audio will range from a single vowel sound up toa
combination oftwo consonant per vowel in a syllable following the rules that is
identified earlier. Since this purpose of this project is to create aprototype, the collection
of probable sound output is limited.
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In accordance to that, there might be a condition where, the system isunable to identify
correct mapping ofthe syllable to its corresponding sound. The overall process of
















Figure 3.7 Syllable to sound mapping method
3.4 Tools Required
In performing this project several tools and equipments are needed. Following are




• Windows 98, NT, 2000, or XP
• Pentium4 processor 1.4 GHz or higher
• 64 MB RAM memory or higher
• 1 GB hard disk space or higher
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2. Audio Tools





• Microsoft Visual Basic 6
2. Audioprocessing Tool




As the knowledge gathering and system development process is still going on, there are
a lot ofthings that I had found out and accomplished until the current moment. Itis
pretty much enlightening since there are more questions were answered and more
problems seem to have its answer.
4.1 Research Findings
Upon development ofthis project, the biggest findings were the adoption ofMaximum
Onset Principle and reflection ofunit selection method into text-to-speech processing for
Bahasa Melayu.
The maximum onset principle catalyzes the text extraction for the development ofthis
project. It is essential for an input text to be properly normalized and syllabified in order
for it to be readable by the system and later assigned to its suitable sound.
Journals from previous researcher and text published by Dewan Bahasa Dan Pustaka
helped the extraction ofessence ofthe language structure and its dependencies for it to
be implemented with the MOP method. Though MOP is normally used for English, I
found that it is acceptable for itto be implemented to Bahasa Melayu due some
similarities that both languages are sharing.
It is amajor breakthrough once the principle is experimented on Bahasa Melayu's text to
test on its reliability. The result shows that MOP is suitable for syllable extraction in the
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use ofBahasa Melayu. Reason being behind the successfulness ofthis experiment is
Bahasa Melayu share similar syllable structure as English - having to have onset,
nucleus and coda in a syllable structure.
Meanwhile, unit selection method had contributed to this project in terms of normalized
text to sound production approach. Through research and findings, it has initiated the
concept of syllable to sound mapping that is implemented for this project. The idea
behind the unit selection that uses pre-stored speech segments created from phonemic
representation (phonemes, diphonemes), syllables and acoustic signal information in a
database had brought up thesyllable to sound mapping concept.
The concept inspired from the unit selection method shares the main principle of having
pre-stored speech in adatabase for closest text processing output mapping. In this case
of study, the syllable to sound mapping works as adatabase ofaset of lookup table
containing pre-stored syllable sounding speech for it to be mapped to agiven post-
processed text (i.e. syllables structures).
All procedures outlined for this project might not have worked as it is intended to be
without proper understanding on the language and linguistic characteristics. Dewan
Bahasa Dan Pustaka provided clear description of the language structures, grammar and
its characteristics that leads to the preparation ofhow should this system work.
The coincidental fact ofhaving similar alphabetic systems and syllable structure helped
the development ofthis project where resources pertaining to English syllable structure,
articulations and phonology contributed much in concept comparison and replication.
The project outcome is reflected by the concept and methods mentioned above. The
convenience of implying English's TTS concept approaches and theories into Bahasa
Melayu very much refined the total development ofthis project.
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4.2 Result Discussion
In meeting with the project requirements, the end product prototype should be able to
produce syllable sounding speech from atext insertion. This prototype will process
standard Malay text insertion given with several limitations and boundaries.
This system will check the validity of an input before syllabification process is
performed on the text. Validity of the text will be based on valid consonant cluster rules
where only certain consonant cluster is permissible in aword. From the limitation given
to this system, amaximum of2consonant clusters will be permitted in aword. Words
containing more than 2consonants will automatically void the operation where user will
have to enter a new text.
The system will evaluate the string entered character by character from left to right
sequence to examine consonant clusters between each character. Apart from that, the
system will also check on non alphabetic symbol such as punctuations, numbers and
special characters. These non alphabetic symbols will terminate the process once found




Bacang 2-NG (end of word) Valid
Nganga 2 - NG (beginning and
middle of word)
Valid
Murni 2 - RN (midle of word) Valid
Kenchana 3 -NCH (middle of word Invalid - beyond maximum
value
Tmpatanng 3 - TMP, NNG (beginning
and middle of word)
Invalid - beyond maximum
value
Table 4.0 Valid consonant clusters
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Word Non-alphabetic symbol Reason
Baw22ang Numbers - 22 Invalid -Numbers used in
word
Ka.cip Punctuation -'.' or full
stop sign
Invalid - Punctuation used
in word
Ya&tidak Special character - '&' or
and sign
Invalid - Special character
used in word
Table 4.1 Invalid Non-alphabetic symbols
This validity check however will not determine the correct spelling ofastandard Malay
word or determine any meaning to the word entered. The reason behind this is to
minimize the risk ofhaving erroneous result so the text will be properly sounded. Valid
inputs will be eligible for syllabification process into its syllable structure by using
syllable boundaries to separate one syllable to another.
The text inserted will be syllabified using 3rules extracted from the Dewan Bahasa Dan
Pustaka syllabification rules which are the diphthong rules, permissible onset sequence
rules and permissible consonant clusters rules. Each rule will help the syllabification
process for determining syllable boundary for given word. In concurrent with these rules
is the adoption ofMOP as the algorithm ofstructuring the syllables.
Words that had been syllabified using MOP will be mapped to its closest speech sound
from the lookup table located in the database. The lookup table consist limited number
of speech sound combination due to the fact that the purpose is to test whether it is
reliable and its workability in a small scale application.
Therefore, there might be acombination ofasyllable that will not have appropriate
speech sound mapped to it and this might cause inconsistencies in speech results.
Though, Iam positive that as long as the basic requirement ofthis system is made, the
chances of facing thisproblem arevery low.
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The system might also face unwanted outcome or speech production failure if the words
entered were loanwords and acronyms. This is because the system could notdifferentiate
the loanwords from the basic BahasaMelayuwords. Thus, it is inevitably that the
system would notwork to its fullest extend if such condition apply. However, it is
reminded in the user manual that loanwords apart from other limitation were outlineas
the system limitation.
In accordance to that, there might be some loanwords that mightslip through the system
due to itssyllable pattern. Word such as"boikot" (boycott), "focus" (focus) and "fungsi"
(function) are some of loanwords that will get through the system. Some might beable
to bepronounce if they follow the syllable pattern or sequence outline earlier and some
might notbecause of incompatibility to the sequences predefine before (see APPENDIX
C for more examples).
Finally, there is an issue ofdifferent phonemic representation of character 'e' although it
wasorthographically written the same. The character 'e' can be pronounced in two
ways denoted by 'e taling' and 'e pepet'. 'e taling' will carry the sound of vowel /e/as
the pronunciation oftheword "enak" (delicious) while *e pepet' will carry the sound of
schwa Ihl (YousifA. El-Imam, Zuraida Mohammed Don, 2000) as thepronunciation of
the word "emas" (gold).
Since majority ofBahasa Melayu words that have "e" intheir orthography carry the
schwa pronunciation (YousifA. El-Imam, Zuraida Mohammed Don, 2000), I had
decided to use an schwapronunciation to all words that contain "e" to resolve ambiguity
between 'e taling' and 'e pepet'. Thus, there will be a difference in speech sound





This project contributes methods to automating written text through syllabification
process for Bahasa Melayu and produce syllable sounding speech from it. The examined
literature review discovered that no attempt has been made in creating a TTS system for
Bahasa Melayu and the usage of Maximum Onset Principle as part of the syllabification
system. This project illustrated the feasibility and accuracy ofperforming syllabification
using the MOP method in producing correct syllable structure for it to be use as an input
to speech prosody.
Also illustrated in this project is the reflection of unit selection method in creating
syllable to speech mapping concept in mapping closest speech sound to a syllable
extracted from the syllable structure. This project also discussed successfulness in the
method used within the limitation given for the system to prove that TTS conversion is
possible to be done for Bahasa Melayu using existent concepts and principles.
Finally, from the research and development done for this project, I can fairly claimed
that I have reached the objectives that has been stated earlier and hope that with the
development and study performed will later become a stepping stone for an advance
level of text-to-speech conversion that uses Bahasa Melayu and perhaps able to promote
the language itself inadvertently as a new language for knowledge seekers.
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5.2 Future Development Recommendation
On a personal note, I do not see this project as fully completed due to several limitation
made to the system. Perhaps for future development, this system can be expanded in
treating loanwords into the system. Apart from that, it would be interesting if the
ambiguity between the Id and /&7 pronunciation to be solved in future development.
Furthermore, the system will be best to its standard if it can produce natural sound
speech by having smooth blending between syllable sounding and cater for sonority of
the speech sound with the assistance ofpunctuations and syllable structure model.
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24. What are syllables?
http://www.ic.arizona.edU/~lsp/Phonology/Svllables/Phonology3.html#
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APPENDIX B: SYSYEM REQUIREMENT AND USER GUIDE
APPENDIX B
System Requirement and User Guide
Theminimum requirements to operate the program are listed below:
Hardware requirements:
1. Personal Computer/ Desktop
• Windows 98, NT, 2000, or XP
• Pentium 4 processor 1.4 GHzor higher
• 64 MB RAM memory or higher
• 1 GB hard disk space or higher
2. Audio Tools
• Speaker or Headphone
• Sound Card
System Limitation:
1. This programwill only read by syllable.
2. The maximum word to be entered is one word.
3. The input to the system at present is only a piece of standard Bahasa Melayu text
and will not process a text in batch or a text file.
4. The input can consist of monosyllabic words but will not be able to process
words with syllabic consonants.
5. This system will not cater loanwords, punctuations, abbreviations, acronym and
numbers.
6. The inputwill need to have a maximum of 2 consonant clusters in a given word
regardless of it preposition to ensure smooth textto sound processing.
7. Since this is a prototype, it will only produce up to certain capacity of result.
(See list of loanwords, punctuations, abbreviations, acronym and numbers in
APPENDIX)
How to Use This Program
1. Fromthe CDprovided, copy the sound folder intoyour C: \ drive.
2. Run the TTS BM execution file from the CD.
3. Theprogram is successfully executed and ready for use.




Examples of Loanwords, Punctuations, Abbreviations,
Acronym and Numbers


































































Original Word Converted Word
Bombeiros "bomba"

































Y.A.B yang amat berhormat
Y.M yang mulia
Acronym Meaning
JKR Jabatan Kerja Rakyat
KDN Kementerian Dalam Negeri
Pernas Perbadanan Nasional
PETRONAS Petroliam Nasional
TLDM Tentera Laut Diraja Malaysia
UMNO United Malayan National
Organization
WHO World Health Organization
APPENDIX C (cont'...)
Numbers
Modern numbering: 0,1,2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9
Roman numbering: I, II, III, IV, V, VII, VIII, IX, X, L (50), C (100), D (500),
M(1000), V(5000), M (1000000)
APPENDIX D: INTERFACE DESIGN - STORY BOARD AND
DESCRIPTIONS
APPENDIX D
Interface design process and iterations.
Stage One - Generalizing Concept and Ideas
Preliminary interface design (sketches)
Text-to-Speech Bahasa Melayu (version 1.0)
File Edit Help
Write your text here:
(vertical scrolled text box) A
V
Read Clear
Illustration 1 First draft of the interface design (main form)
APPENDIX D(conf ...)
Description:
1. Title - TTS Bahasa Melayu (version 1.0)
2. Menul-File
• Submenu 1 -New
• Submenu2 - Open
• Submenu3 - Close
• Submenu4 - Save
• Submenu5 - Save As
• Submenu6 - Exit
3. Menu2-Edit
• Submenu1-Copy
• Submenu2 - Paste
4. Label - Text: Write your text here:
5. Vertical scrolled textbox - Text (none)
6. Buttonl-Read





Illustration 2 First draft of the interface design (sub form)
APPENDIX D (cont'...)
Stage Two - Refining and Design Evaluation








Illustration 3 Final draft of the interface design (main form)
Description:
8. Title - TTS Bahasa Melayu (version 1.0)
9. Menul-File
• Submenu 1 -Exit
10.Menu2-Help
• Submenul —About
11. Label - Text: Please enter your text here:
12. Label - Syllabified Input
13. Textbox 1 - Text (default): Cubaan









Illustration 4 Final draft of the interface design (sub form)
Description:
1. Title - About: TTS Bahasa Melayu
2. Label 1 -Name of application
3. Label2 - Further description of application and version
4. Label3 - Author's name
5. Buttonl-Close
APPENDIX E: INTERFACE DESIGN - SNAPSHOT
APPENDIX E
Interface Design Snapshot
Stage Three - Real Design





























Please enter your text here:
saudara




Figure 4 Syllabification for word "saudara" (relative)
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Figure 5 Syllabification for word "sangat" (very)
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Figure 6 Syllabification for word "enak" (delicious)
